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FORWORD

Architecture as the City

A speculative project about how urbanism in future 
should be practiced. At the same time a critical pro-
ject about the current state of the art and the current 
practice of architecture and urbanism. This book is si-
tuated exactly at the starting point of the production of 
architecture. At the beginning of every political or plan-
ning process of new developments as well as before 
the call for proposals in architectural competitions is 
made. 

Modernism and Super-Rationalism with all its speci-
alizations and categorizations is over. The way how 
the brief defines the space with its’ program and fun-
ctionality is way to specialized, what means that in a 
perfect world the client gets the best space for the pro-
posed function. But what happens if the requirements 
and conditions change? The people use and produce 
the space in a way they need it, because there is no 
manual for using it. That means that the architectural 
space must then be defined in a way that it allows all 
these needs to happen. The thesis of this book must be 
valid for the scale of a door handle as well as the scale 
of the metropolis itself. Unthought, it is the urban scale 
of the city and the behavior of its’ dwellers which brings 
up all the episodes of interest in this book. Therefore, 
the city, its’ dwellers with all their episodes happening 
in the given sceneries shape the space in a new way. 

In The Potpourri Project I claim that architecture must 
be as the city, because the city behaves like architec-
ture. When the building becomes city within the real 

city, everyday life takes shape. In future developments 
and architecture, it is about the user and the provo-
ked relation in between them and in between the ar-
chitecture. As in history it always was the façade as 
architecture and spatial relation to communicate to the 
collective. And the architecture as mass and figure to 
communicate with the other buildings, to so shape and 
transform the city. This relation between people of the 
city and the urban space, the architecture creates in 
the best way a highly dense and congested environ-
ment. The density of those possible scenarios then 
brings up ever new events which transform and trans-
form again the behavior of the people and the usage of 
the space and this then transforms the space itself. For 
that the transformation of the city is with all its’ pheno-
mena and diversity the generator and condenser. The 
cityscape, formed by the architecture, gives the condi-
tion and gets transformed through the life happening 
inside. Architecture becomes like the city. The architec-
ture of everyday life must be like the city and inhabit all 
the things found within the city where it is embedded. 
What if architecture then becomes an agglomeration of 
all those spaces?

This book was developed around these previously 
mentioned questions in the theory studio at the Uni-
versity of Innsbruck during the summer term in 2019. 
The book is path which leads to the scenarios of The 
Potpourri Project for Innsbruck by collecting very banal 
and everyday life episodes. 
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THE HETEROTOPIAS

Michel Foucault
in France Culture, Dez. 7th 1966
Les Hétérotopies

There are spaces, places, cities, even continents or 
planets which do not physically exist on a map or in the 
sky. These spaces arise out of the mind of ourselves, 
from our dreams, in between the words of our speaks 
– these are the Utopias. However, Foucault supposes 
that in every society there are Utopias which can be 
found in their real environment in a certain situation (in 
certain places at certain times). He points out that we 
are not living in a neutral, rectangular shaped space, 
we rather live in an ordered one with different layers, 
steps and striations. A space with hard and soft sur-
face.

In every kind of space, we have the “ordinary” ones 
and other ones where there are spaces which build 
the counterpart to them – the “counterspace”. These 
Counterspaces for example are Gardens, Cemeteries, 
Bordellos, Prisons, lunatic asylums, and many more 
and for them, Foucault invents a new form of science 
– the Heterotopology, where exactly these spaces 
are going to be explored, to separate them from the 
Utopias, the spaces without a location. For this new 
Heterotopology he points out several principles. Every 
society on earth creates and transforms its own hetero-
topias, yes, they also transform over time, Foucault is 
sure that there is no heterotopia that stayed the same. 
All societies could probably be categorized by these 
different heterotopias. Starting with the primitive. They 
mostly have forbidden places or holy and religious spa-

ces, which are accessible just for a certain group within 
the society. Societies also had, for example homes for 
women in their period or asylums for teenager, to se-
parate people in a biological crisis. Today in our society 
these spaces are not existing anymore, but therefore 
there are new such spaces, which get pushed to the 
edge of society. They have a different form now, for 
example mental institutions, prisons and residences for 
the old.

Heterotopias change, they are not a static kind of space 
which ones develops and then stays. Society changes 
the heterotopias within their space, the once heteroto-
pian spaces are beeing differently used and then also 
differently perceived. So they transform in a same way 
as smooth space is constantly being translated, trans-
versed into a striated space where as striated space 
is constantly being reversed, returned into a smooth 
space. Two examples show that very well. Most of the 
Eurpean countries try to close the bordellos since the 
1940s, then the telephone overtook the role with an 
even much finer network and today the internet-por-
nography has even entered every space no matter 
how private or small and all this at every time. The Ce-
metery, as the secong example, changed its role as a 
space for the dead dramatically and changed how the 
alive use and see the space. Until the late 18th and 
19th century the cemetery was simply a place in the 
city where the dead were put mostly into mass graves. 
Since then the society started to celebrate the death in 
the cemeteries yet on the edge of the city. They put the 
dead as the still standing to the edge of the city of their 
society. - Still standing is not the norm.
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Heterotopias create spaces within other spaces, like 
as the theater, the cinema and especially the garden 
which is one of with the oldest traditions. The ancient 
Persian carpet for example, symbolize the perfectly or-
ganized orient garden with its marked center point, a 
world or space in perfection, an idealization of it. 

There is also a Heterotopia of time which came up af-
ter the big discoveries. Museums and Libraries were 
built to contain, in one space, all the different pieces 
from different cultures, produced in different time. It 
is all about eternity. Another heterotopia of time is the 
opposite, the negotiation of time. There are similarities 
between the two, but where the libraries and museums 
are the spaces of collecting time the holiday village is 
the space to delete time, where the people go back 
to primarily nakedness. The precursor of the modern 
museums, the „Wunderkammer“, is such a heteroto-
pian place, where it was just about to collect individual 
pieces, which do not relate to the rest of the collection.

Another principle should show that heterotopias all are 
isolated from its surrounding, even when they only can 
exist within it, and for that the barrier always exists of a 

system of opening and closing in relation to each other. 

The act of entering a heterotopia is either a hygienical 
ritual of cleaning or one gets forced to enter it. The-
re are even spaces only for the ritual of cleaning, for 
example in the Muslim Hammam or the Scandinavian 
sauna, which is even a whole space of that. 

Other Heterotopias are completely enclosed spaces 
but when once entered such a space, they are still 
completely open. These spaces are just an illusion, 
because in fact you are not “inside”, you did not enter 
another world, you are still outside. Heterotopias which 
seem to be completely open but necessarily require an 
initiation to enter, appear to be open and forecastable, 
but then turn out to be  spaces which contain a secret 
magic. The artificial created and abstract desire inside 
a maison de tolérance (ger.: Freudenhaus, eng./am.: 
cathouse) makes it cross a barrier when entering and 
makes it therefore a heterotopia. This threshold defines 
a space within another space and that is exactly what 
Foucault wanted to discover in his Heterotopology. He 
was sure that a heterotopia can only exist within its‘ 
origin-space.

Fig. 02. Lupanar Pompeji 
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At this point the nature of a heterotopia questions all the 
other spaces in two ways. Either the heterotopia crea-
tes an illusion of space which then reveals the reality to 
be a complete illusion or the heterotopia create a real 
space next to the chaotic real space, one of comple-
te organization. The colonies could be such a space, 
where the Europeans try to create the perfect society. 
In the colonies the primitive people are naive enough to 
let them reorganize their society, as in the cathouse the 
“show”, the magical secret content itself creates such 
a believable illusion to build up a threshold and create 
a heterotopia. 
Now think of the big steam ocean liner which sails 
from port to port, from bordello to bordello, all the way 
across the wide wild ocean to the colonies. The ship is 
the heterotopia per se. the ship is the machine which 
makes the discovery of the earth possible, which enab-
led the western civilization such an economic develop-
ment. Foucault says that the ship makes the dreams 
possible and enables adventures against spying and 
privateer against nasty police.

Fig. 03. Greisenasyl, innsbruck 



Fig. 04. Wunderkammer, Schloss Ambras in Innsbruck 
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THE PRODUCTION OF 
SPACE

Henri Lefebvre
The production of Space, 1974

Henri Lefebvre was a french sociologist and philio-
sopher. He was a member of the communist patry in 
France and this can be perceived in his texts. His philo-
sopical texts are mainly situated in the context of Mar-
xism and deal with everyday-life and the social space 
in a city. As innovative his texts are, they in the same 
way are empreint by thinking society divided in the old  
ways of classes like the workers, the classical family, 
etc. One can see that he was able to rethink how space 
is developed or changed, to rethink how we use and 
produce space everyday. But on the other hand he had 
to do it on the base of the old classes and was not 
able to rethink this part of everyday-life, which was the 
necessery for marxism to function. 

Lefebvre perceives the phaenomenon of that time whe-
re the qualities of urban life and qualities of the city 
change with these rapidly growing cities after 2nd WW. 
These big planned developments, in Germany cal-
led “Siedlung” were necessery to realize the needed 
housing space. What Lefebvre then claims for is a right 
to a social activity of interaction, communication and 
collective intervention in the city. That are such import-
ant things which are still not solved yet, that today it is 
almost impossible to think city without it this text. It has 
still an impact and relevance in such a way, that every 
profession, dealing with urban research, references it. 

An urban place yet is not only the production/realizati-

on of value. It is also the place for ideas, innovation, re-
lationships and that is why new social possibilities arise 
in those places, which stand in contrast with the esta-
blished traditional forms of politics. But Lefebvre also 
talks about diversity, the right on diversity and the right 
on centrality. Infrastructure in this case is essential to 
make a city, a district or a quarter work, for example for 
a new urban development. There it is crucial to set up 
the public infrastructure together with the housing de-
velopment. Each district, quarter or new development 
needs its own infrastructure (public school, library, etc.) 
as well as all these must be connected to the rest, the 
already existing city, neighbourhoods and the already 
existing infrastructure as well. it then is (becomes? 
transforms to?) the social space, the space for interac-
tion and diversity, the space for the big fest.

Social space is a social result�
Space is a product� 

Several implications can be made from that. 

First implication: The physical space, which is comple-
mentary with nature, the natural space, which is the ori-
gin of every social process, the origin of every native-
ness loses importance. Nature, as a big myth becomes 
a fiction and therefore a negative utopia. It steps back 
into a background condition and is perceived as just 
the space where the resources come from. Perceived 
as this space which all societies use to build up their 
own space. 

Second implication: Every society produces its own 



20Fig. 06. Program Distribution, Torre Davide, Caracas 
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space. With its specific methods of production and their 
conditions of production, a developed spatial practice, 
every space of any society must be seen as an occu-
pation of space then. For example of the Greek polis, 
when the ancient Greeks colonialized land around the 
Mediterranean Sea and set up new cities, which then 
were totally planned and organized (spatially, socially 
and politically). 

Social space always contains the conditions for repro-
duction of space within itself, because it provides, with 
all its real and formal aspects as well as its comple-
xity, the certain necessary places. It provides all the 
relations between the genders, stages of life and the 
organization of a family as well as the organization of 
work. The hierarchic social functions. There is a cons-
tant overlap between the organization of a family and 
the organization of work, of production and reproducti-
on but the space is strictly dividing these two functions. 
With the “modern” neo-capitalism it is even more com-
plex, because there are three layers of reproduction 
coming together – the biological reproduction of family, 
the reproduction of workforce (the workers class) and 
the reproduction of the social conditions of production 

– the basic-requirements for capitalism. Therefore, the 
role of space must be analysed more precise. What 
makes this analysis of space so complicated is that 
each form of interference of production/reproduction 
has its own representation in space and based on (or 
on behalf of) nature these symbolic representations 
create a state of coherence and let them coexist. 

Space as such is the container for interference and 
overlaps on certain places, of certain representations, 
over time. It includes the representations of power such 
as the monuments, the palaces, the art pieces, etc. As 
there is no power without its hidden power-dependen-
cies (with accomplice and police) we define an import-
ant trinity for the rest of this text:

a) Spatial practice
Places and spaces of each social group, its production 
and reproduction. Spaces which guaranty continuity in 
a relative coherence and implies a certain competence 
and performance in relation to its‘ social space. It puts 
every person in relation to his/her certain space.

Fig. 07. Torre Davide, Caracas 
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b) Representations of space
They are connected, one could say they come out of it, 
to the general conditions of production, the organizati-
on they produce, and therefore also to their symbols, 
signs, codes and knowledge.

c) Representational Space
These spaces are creating a certain kind of semiotics, 
coded or not, from the hidden part of social life or from 
art. It is possible to see it as the code of the represen-
tational space rather than the code of space.

Another implication is made by Lefebvre - the third im-
plication. If space is a product cognition must repro-
duce the process of production. It is always about this 
process, the things in space and the discourse are just 
testimonials, like historic artefacts. The past, with all the 
things happened, leaves its marks, its letters in spaces, 
on the walls – the etymology of a place. The process of 
how this place got transformed and gets readable, but 
still, this place is a present actor within its network and 
relations, its interferences and overlaps. That leads us 
to the conclusion that the product and the production 
are necessarily two connected sides rather than two 

dividable representations. One could claim now that 
societies were not always producing their space like a 
piece of art, as for example the antique slaveholders or 
the medieval feudal societies did not. This brings us to 
a very important point, that never even specialists, like 
urban planners, can construct space in its totality, with 
cognition of consequence, reasons and implications.

a) Society produces space thru occupation, by 
overruling and organizing it - to structure it. Their spati-
al practice then, can be found by analysing the spaces’ 
marks or letters. Which leads Lefebvre to the question 
how spatial practice functions nowadays in a neo-capi-
talist production of space? – By connecting everyday-li-
fe-things via infrastructure, communication, transport 
network, the urban reality gets connected with places 
to work, places to life, places to spend free time, etc. 
The connector is then not just there to connect these 
spaces it is also the strictest separation of it.

b) The designed space, the conceptual spa-
ce of scientists, urban planners, urbanists, etc. is the 
dominant space of a society, represented thru values.  
In the context of post-war times and in the ideology of 

Fig. 08.  
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marxism it was logic that this was the state of the art to 
organize things (by statistic data). These values repla-
ce the observed and tend to easier understandable 
symbols and signs.

c) It is the lived space, the occupied space. the 
space of the inhabitants and users, the space of the 
artists and philosophers. The space, occupied by all 
the symbols and pictures. The inhabitants “write” this 
space with the symbols of the natural space which gets 
to the background then and opens the space for one of 
nonverbal semiotics. In this long process generateing-
an independence of space, we see that this creates 
new contradictions. Contradictions of space which rela-
te to the trinity between perceived, designed and lived 
(transferred into space-theory words: spatial practice, 
representation of space and space of representation).
(the conceptual Triad)

To understand the social space in this trinity, the rela-
tion of the “subject”, the body, which is a member of 
a group within a society, is the relation to his/her own 
body. The perceived is something which necessarily 
needs the physical parts of the body, arms, legs, feet, 

hands…, to use them for work or non-work activities. 
Where as the representation of the body is science like 
anatomy, physiology and cure, for example, always in 
relation to its environment, its milieu. The lived body 
becomes very complex, because it is depended on and 
hidden behind cultural symbols and traditions.

Representational spaces are rather lived, spoken, 
written. They hold a centre, a core, which could be 
everything such as my body, the bed, the room, 
the house or the plaza, the church or the cemetery.  
They contain the places of lust and pain – passion, 
as well as time, collected situations and places of 
action. It is a directional space, intrinsic qualitative 
and dynamic.

Architecture is the representation of space, but not in 
form of a monument or a palace, instead in form of inte-
grating itself into an existing texture, a spatial context.

Fig. 09. Facebook HQ, California
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EUROPEANS: BIUER!

BIUER! AI BRING OU SURREALISM.
AULREDI MENI PIPOUL IN NIU YORK JOVE BIN 
INFECTID BAI ZI LAIFQUIVING AND MARVELOS 
SORS OF SURREALISM. 
Salvador Dali (Koolhaas R., Delirious New York, 1978)

Rem Koolhaas in
Delirious New York, 1978
Chapter 4; the Europeans

Introduction

A MANIFEST?
Against the modernist Manifest, which suffer from a 
lack of proof, it is here the absolute opposite. Manhat-
tan, the city fully overloaded with arguments, a moun-
tain of arguments, but without a manifest. This book, 
therefore is situated in exactly the intersection of these 
two observations – it is a retroactive manifesto.

But a manifest on what?
- on a form of urbanism for the ending twentieth 
century. At a time, disgusting with them. (Koolhaas, 

1978)

Manhattan is the place of collective fantasy and ex-
periment for the new culture of Machine Age. It is the 
place, the mythical island, to establish a new form of 
metropolitan lifestyle. 

The city‘s blocks each contain its own layers of phan-
tom architecture, utopian fragments and irrational phe-
nomena. Rem Koolhaas tries to collect them and then 
connect all these fragments and episodes scattered 
over the island of Manhattan together and give them 
a certain interpretation, formulated in “Manhattanism”. 
He divides his book and the discribtion about Man-
hattanism into four main topics/chapters, each as one 
of Manhattans‘ block, and an additional preface and 
a from himself provided fictional ending. Each of the 
chapters is not a list of chronological, historical events, 
it is rather a summary of collected episodes found in 
the mud of Manhattan itself. The chapters are not a 
historic documentation they are rather an exaggerated 
story about what was found.

In the Introduction, every paragraph is summed up by 
one word, which mainly can explain the certain episode 
or fragment found. It gives an idea on what he is going 
to focus in the book, which pieces of metropolitan life 
he is interested in and what that means to the architec-
ture created in that situations. 

ECSTASY
It always was this kind of shameless architecture ge-
nerated by the city, without any theoretical foundati-
on, which led the people to ecstasy. The architecture, 
which has been accepted by the people exactly becau-
se it went too far. If there was a formula for Manhattan 
it must be one extreme and popular at the same time.
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DENSITY
Manhattanism is the one urban ideology of hyper-den-
sity, the one having glamour and miseries happening 
simultaneously as its concept, the desirable urban 
product of a modern society, of modern urban lifestyle. 
Manhattan’s architecture is a paradigm for the exploita-
tion of congestion. The systems, strategies and perfor-
mances of Manhattan, here described, are the argu-
ment for a second coming of Manhattanism, this time 
leaving the island and claiming its role in contemporary 
urbanism of 1978, a time of cold war and postmodern 
architecture. 

BLUEPRINT
The book describes a theoretical Manhattan by isola-
ting certain moments of the blueprints within one block, 
where the successes and failures can be seen well. 
These blueprints exclude all the cracks, which will 
come up by time in the future, a perfect state of Man-
hattan speculatively reconstructed.

BLOCKS
As already mentioned, Rem Koolhaas tries to pick up 
certain episodes, moments and/or fragments found 
in Manhattan. This structure of the book then repre-
sents the New York City Block, where all these things 
are found within one block where completely different 
things are neighbouring each other. 

GHOSTWRITER
Rem Koolhaas sees himself as the Ghostwriter of Man-
hattan, as film stars tend to have one, when they are 
too egocentric and not able to reflect on themselves.

DELIRIUM
a state of beeing unable to think or speak clearly 
because of fever or mental confusion�
extremely happy or excited

RETROACTIVE
taking effect from a date before it was approved / a 
date in the past

CONGESTION
over-crowded, blocked, hyper-density

LOBOTOMY
a medical operation in which cuts are made in or 
near the front part of the brain, used in the past for 
the treatment of severe mental problems

FANTASTIC TECHNOLOGY
the application of scientific knowledge for false re-
ality

MANHATTANISM
to exist in a world totally fabricated by man
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Fig. 12. The Commissioner‘s Plan from 1811

Fig. 13. Buildings built between 1900 - 1921
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Europeans: Biuer! – Dali and 
Le Corbusier conquer New York

In this, the fourth chapter of Delirious New York, I 
show how Rem Koolhaas explains the way Dali and 
Le Corbusier use Manhattan to establish, proof  and 
redesign their theories. Exaggereted said: Dali hates 
modernism and Le Corbusier hates surrealism. They 
both conquer Manhattan in the mid-thirties each by 
their own way. „The reactions then – diametrically op-
posite – are episodes in the long history of European 
attempts to “reclaim” Manhattan.“ (Koolhaas, 1978)

Salvador Dali injected the paranoiac-critical-method 
into surrealism at the end of the 1920s. He thinks that 

“the moment is at hand when by paranoid and acti-
ve advance of the mind, it will be possible to syste-
matize confusion and thus help to discredit comple-
tely the world of reality…” (Koolhaas, 1978)

What he claimed for was a form of reinforcement the-
rapy not in the way to systematically simulate normality 
which then becomes a reality, but a tourism of sanity 
into the realm of paranoia. It was the time, when scien-

tists found out that paranoia is much more than just 
persecution mania. A paranoiac always understands 
and interprets every kind of object, event, perception, 
etc in a way that it absolutely fits into their thesis, it ba-
sically is a delirium of interpretation. For proof the para-
noia gets recorded with a medium which cannot lie and 
therefore it seems to count as a fact. These fake-facts 
then become active, they are made critical, objectified 
and put into the real world, in between the real facts. 

Le Corbusier uses concrete to objectify, to make his 
buildings critical. Concrete, the process of its fabrica-
tion, consists of paranoid-critical moments – the shut-
tering as the negative of the thesis, the reinforcement 
of paranoid calculation according to Newtonian physics 
and then the grey liquid which gets hard as stone once 
filled into its form and then shows the negative of the 
wooden structure, the shuttering. 

„Facts wear and reality is consumed.“ 
(Koolhaas, 1978)

That’s the reason for Reality Shortage. And the hig-
her the density of a civilization, the quicker reality gets 

Fig. 14.  
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consumed – the more metropolitan it is. 

At a certain point, in the twentieth century, the 
consumption became that fast, that the supply starved. 
It was also the point when all the facts were collected 
and categorized, even the unknown already was put in 
this catalogue. So, the PCM was to disassemble this 
catalogue and remix, recharge or even enrich all 
these facts like reshuffling a pack of cards, with a 
simple (re-)interpretation� This new form of an irrati-
onal interpretation of already existing facts can clearly 
be shown in the way how Dali himself (re-)interprets 
Millet´s Angélus. Every night Dali sees gigantic Millet’s 
Angeluses praying to the sundowner and in this mo-
ment all the other functions disappear by his interpreta-
tion. Dali then asks: 

“New York, why, why di you erect my statue long 
ago, long before I was born, higher than another, 
more desperate than another...?” (Koolhaas, 1978)

Rem Koolhaas reveals that paranoiac-criticism already 
existed for a long time. When Christopher Columbus 
discovered India, two things got proofed, the world is 
round and by sailing westward one reaches India. Later 
in history it turned out that only one of them was right. 
It is also a PC activity to colonize foreign land. To trans-
plant a certain culture, like cloning it, with all its social, 
urban, technical, etc. concepts and behaviours. Under 
this aspect of PCM, the by far not real “map” of Nowel 
Amsterdam from 1672 is in fact the only image sho-
wing New York as a project. A catalogue of European 
pattern and archetypes which unfolds that Manhattan, 
from the very beginning on, was a projection of urba-
nism. As it was a dutch colony, the settlers made the 
land flat. They prepared the ground for their new city 
the same way as it appeared in their origin country - a 
complete flat landscape. So all the hills and rocks on 
the island had to be removed for the implementation of 
the perfectly-calculated grid and a future expansion of 
the metropolis. Only in central park, they later just un-
covered the rocks from th grass and created artificially 
the original landscape (they gave it back to the island).

Le Corbusier´s personality and his modus operandi 
display a familiarity with Dali´s PCM. Rem Koolhaas 
describes it as signs for a very paranoid character, 
which the following quotation exemplifies. 

“I live like a monk and hate the show myself, but I 
carry the idea of combat in my person. I have been 
called to all countries to do battle. In times of dan-
ger, the chief must be where others are not. He 
must always find the hole, as in traffic where there 

Fig. 15. Salvador Dali 

Fig. 16. Millet‘s Angélus

Fig. 17.  

Fig. 19.  

Fig. 18.  



3232Fig. 20. Times Magizine, Article about Le Corbusier‘s arrival in New York 



33Fig. 21. Le Corbusier claims for a tabula rasa in New York
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are o red or green lights!”  (Koolhaas, 1978)

Architecture is necessarily a PC activity, because ar-
chitecture is the imposition of structure on the world 
it was never asked for. Before constructing the ideas, 
they only existed as imaginary formation in the crea-
tor’s head. - This way of thinking about architecture 
leads Le Corbusier to his conviction, that he must de-
finetly be right and it is his mission to bring the moder-
nity to Manhattan. Modernity for its part, always was 
described as the invariably last-minute rescue for the 
established form of modern life. Koolhaas compares it 
with the bible’s Noah’s ark, which needs the big flood 
to come, to verify the need of its architecture and the 
same is true for modern architecture. It just is missing 
the flood. But all what Le Corbusier wanted to do, was 
to establish his idea of the new city, the city for the new 
modern society (of the Machine Age?). The new city 
with the demands and potential glories of the machine 
age. Unfortunately, such a city already existed and not 
just any city, it was Manhattan, the so-called New Ba-
bylon. European architects did not acept Manhattan  as 
good or desirable architecture at that time. It was neit-
her one of the old school of beaux-art nor was it a mo-
dern architecture of technology and fresh air and light.

At that time two “battles” then started for Le Corbusier. 
First, he had to destroy Manhattan and its generated 
towers and uncover them as not yet modern at all. Se-
cond, at the same time, he had to invent and claim the 
Anti-Manhattan. He hates the skyscrapers developed 
on the rocky ground of the island of Manhattan, he calls 
them an “architectural accident” and “child’s play” and 
says that they are the result of a deplorable urban law 
– the zoning law of 1916. This law was quite new at 
that time when Le Corbusier started his battle against 
New York in 1920.

As the skyscrapers of New York are cladded with stone, 
they already have a costume, which the architect’s job 
was to design it. So, the only way for Le Corbusier to 
revolutionize them was to undress them until they are 
unrecognizable. He had to undress them to celebrate 
the pureness of technology inside the building and not 
hiding it behind a façade. Therefore, the façade beca-
me totally glass and made, together with the floorplan 
layout, no other function  possible, than office which he 
saw to fit into the rational form of society of New York. 
As well as he stretched them to a height of 220m, he 
separated them with a 400m distance between them. 
This actions of designing the city come from the ratio-
nal thoughts for businessmen which means offices and 

Fig. 22. Le Corbusier‘s sketches
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cars – highspeed highways for their cars connecting 
the skyscrapers. The most difference between Le Cor-
busier‘s and the existing Manhattan is in the layout of 
the island itself. He claims the existing grid, according 
to the speed of horse-transportation, should be trans-
versed into a wider network of elevated highways, the 
era of the car needs a bigger one, with a huge surface 
underneath connecting the buildings, which serves as 
a jungle-park. Central Park is not needed anymore. 

Diagrammatically very demonstrative shown  in his 
sketches, how different (modern?) this concept of a city 
was. By all the things Le Corbusier was fighting against 
Manhattan and all the things he proposed for his “An-
ti-Manhattan” he was about to dissolve congestion and 
excluded all the hysterical episodes happened simul-
taneously inside New York’s towers. A rationality only 
possible by total banality, where there is no space for 
the technology of the fantastic.

„The glass walls of his horizontal Skyscraper enclo-
se a complete cultural void. The Non-event.“ 
(Koolhaas, 1978)

The problem of european modernity was that it tried to 
dissolve congestion, but that on the other hand was ex-
actly what made New York such a attractive city. Both, 
Salvador Dali and Le Corbusier shipped to New York in 
the year 1935, fifteen years after they established their 
methods and ideologies about the life and architecture, 
about the ecstasy of Manhattan. Rem Koolhaas com-

poses the description of their ARRIVAL and SHOCK 
and how they look for a REDESIGN and EFFICIENCY, 
both in in the same way.
On Dali’s travel to New York he noticed that there is 
no recognition for surrealism, how he perceived it. He 
was holding a 2.5m baguette while giving an interview 
in front of some journalists. That non-reaction told him 
that PC activity needs it‘s certain background, which 
rises of societies conventions, to put it into a relation. 

When he then arrived in New York, he discovered three 
manifestations, which make this metropolis dramatical-
ly different from any other in the world. First, he saw 
how workers blackened the new white façade of a com-
pletely new building with dust and smoke to give it a 
patina. The European myth of the shiny metropolis is 
in reality not existing, it is rather made by fake age and 
fake marks on their buildings. Second, he was wonde-
ring seeing an old original Spanish handcrafted piece 
of fabric in a (at that time modern) elevator which was 
in addition lighted by a candle. It seemed to be comple-
tely assambled randomly. And third he was confused 
by hearing a lion screaming in the morning next to his 
window at central park. A Souvenir from the natures 
purest state, the jungle, was taken to this metropolitan 
park, where there never was a jungle.

His explanation of New York then, is a paranoid-criti-
cal redesign, of a metropolis which is not modern. The 
place which does not care about history, doctrines and 

untill 1900

untill 1935

Tomorrow

Fig. 23. Le Corbusier‘s sketches
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ideologies. Where all the pieces come together at the 
same time. 

“New York, you even don’t want to be modern. You 
are Egypt’s pyramids upended, the Kreml, the Al-
hambra and the Louvre. New York is not a white 
metropolis, it is not prismatic, it is all round and vivid 
red. New York is a round pyramid.” (Koolhaas, 1978)

In Rem Koolhaas‘ story then, Le Corbusier shippes to 
New York and is embarrassed about the fact that no 
journalist taked notice of him. After his arrival he started 
his discovery through the city he abhors (and probably 
loves?). After a quick journey he analyses and sums up 
with his proposal for the new Metropolis of the future. 

“The trouble with New York is that its skyscrapers 
are too small. And there are too many of them.” 
(Koolhaas, 1978)

As Manhattan is the last possible destination left for his 
Plan Voisin to realize he seriously concerns to destroy 

the entire city to later build it up again with his visionary 
plans.

The Manhattan skyscraper, here, is the souvenir of a 
PC-tourism, brought from America to Europe. Then 
transformed and rationalized by solving the „problem“ 
of congestion. This transferred type of building then 
comes back to its origin, again as a PC activity. It will 
also turn out that the new city is only describable as the 
opposite of its origin Manhattan and therefore the two 
cities become like Siamese twins. Le Corbusier then, 
in his paranoid delirium, is willing to literally destroy the 
firstborn. As the Europeans almost erased the Indians 
from earths surface to delete their wrong perception of 
reaching India, he claims a re-enactment – architectu-
ral this time – of the New World’s primordial tragedy. 

As shown in the sketches before, one could read them 
as a diagram as well, but Le Corbusier drew them as 
the first draft for the new structure of the city, the tre-
mendous come to light.

Fig. 24. Dream of Venus at 1939 World‘s Fair, Salvador Dali
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40Fig. 26. The City of the Captive Globe, Rem Koolhaas
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42Fig. 27. Innsbruck, no Scale
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FIVE HETEROTOPIAS 
IN INNSBRUCK

These following five chapters are about an observation 
of five different places in Innsbruck and the very basis 
of everyday life happening there. It is about certain mo-
ments which get collected and communicated in seve-
ral different forms of representation. These moments 
which appear at a specific time at these certain places 
are dependent on several factors from within and outsi-
de these places. These dependencies will come to light 
by analysing the places and their perceived moments 
with a certain method. The methods are found in the li-
terature, mentioned in the previous chapters. Literature 
especially about the production and reading of space 
and urbanism. Each of these literatures developed and 
used a certain method to describe the city, its’ scape 
and its’ spaces. The goal of the previous chapters in 
this book is to filter out each of the used method and 
make it usable for the description of how the spaces are 
used, get produced, reproduce themselves, how it is 
related to its context and to a wider network of culture. 
The interest to me are the observed things happening 
at the specific time at these places. The moment, the 
unexpected, the temporary, the day- and nightlife as 
well as the small things I found there. - Something like 
souvenirs for the paranoid, Salvador Dali would say.1

The actual five places were chosen randomly using the 
„Bean-Method“ from Raoul Bunschoten2 by dropping 
green coloured M&M’s on a map of Innsbruck. The 
spot, where the bean has fallen was the place of ex-

1: Koolhaas, R. (1978) Delirious New York, Europeans: Biuer!. 
London: Thames and Hudson. p.200-206. 

2: Bunschoten, R. & Hoshino, T. (2001) Urban flotsam: stirring 
the city. 010 Publishers. 

ploration. Interesting for me as an architectural student 
was that normally I would not go to these random pla-
ces, which seem to be so normal that there could not 
be any information generated. I would rather go to the 
places which obviously seem to be interesting for the 
production of architecture. But exactly that fact made it 
so important for the field-study to get the moments of 
“normal”-situations, the everyday life things. To bring 
the intervention of the people in the lived space into 
the architectural discussion for specific tasks. For the 
further study there was special interest on finding and 
designing moments and interventions. Things which 
are not usually considered in the daily work of an archi-
tect, even if one is building, or doing an intervention in 
one of the places of those kinds.

The five places are within a radius of less than 1000m 
and not located in the city centre, even not bordering 
it. With the distance of looking to a map, one would 
say that this area, which includes the five places, is a 
mixture of a more housing dominated area with little 
business areas along the railroad. Business like car 
mechanics, heavy machine renting, craftsman, storage 
a lot of other different things. By analysing and look-
ing to these smaller areas, more and more diverse and 
contradictory situations pop up. Situations which seem 
to be independent from its architecture and its context. 



Fig. 28. Five Heterotopias in Innsbruck, no Scale
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# 1
DAY- & NIGHTLIFE

A place in Innsbruck defining several thresholds and 
transitions. Situated exactly in between spaces crea-
ted by infrastructure, official office departments, cafes, 
nightclubs, a table dance bar, housing-blocks, a private 
university, the fair exhibiton halls and even a church. 
One sees that these things are just next to each other, 
and they operate simultaneously. The space is largely 
dominated by the one linear string which is cutting th-
rough the city and literally is dividing it into two parts. 
Looking to the city as a whole one would probably say 
that the quarters and districts in the city are rather mel-
ting together because of a lack of free space, despi-
te at that part of Innsbruck where the train tracks are 
drawing a line. Still the tracks, elevated from the east 
“entry” to the city untill the main station, are not as 
strictly dividing the city as the part from the main stati-
on south- and westwards. Here in the east and north, 
through the elevation of the tracks, it is porous, and 
the two “sides” of the city are more connected together 
than on the other side of the main station. Interesting 
side-fact here is, I would say, that the people are fee-
ling the separation through the river less extreme than 
the one through infrastructures like the highway or the 
railroad. What is more imported in this situation is that 
the space underneath the tracks, called “die Bögen” 
(english: the arches) provides a series of small spaces 
for all different kinds of use. More open or closed. More 
public or private. From small business selling spare 
parts to night clubs of all sort. Apartments blocks, all 
the big national insurance institutions with their office 
buildings are situated around or along this track. Like in 
competition to each other they are represented by big 
glass office buildings. Close by there is the fair with its‘ 

exhibition halls, which are mainly without usage during 
the year. The huge plaza in front of the main exhibition 
hall is designed for multiple use, but most of the time it 
is empty-land. Just trash blown by the foehn1 is using 
the space most of the year. On this particular day there 
was the preparation for a fair on winter tourism and it‘s 
necessary technology in all sizes to conquer the moun-
tains. Therefore, the cabin of a cable car was hanging 
around at this place in front of the main entrance to the 
exhibiton halls. It would be interesting to collect in a 
time lapse all the strange situations and constellations 
which are taking place on that empty space over a cer-
tain time period.

But not only can the surrounding be divided by the fun-
ction sitting in these buildings, its’ diversity also can be 
described by the different people who come along at 
different times. When I went to visit the site about at 
11pm it was the time of the day of shifting activities. The 
night clubs already open their doors and other localities 
like the cafes are switching off their lights. Two guys 
were looking for a 1 Euro coin, they were willing to give 
me hash instead. Another one went straight into “bad 
girls” the table dance club which can be seen from far 
away already because of its’ neon signs. Before ente-
ring he had a quick look around to not being observed 

1: „In simple terms, this is a change from wet and cold condi-
tions one side of a mountain, to warmer and drier conditions 
on the other (leeward) side. Foehn winds (sometimes written 
„Föhn“) are common in mountainous regions, regularly impac-
ting the lives of their residents and influencing weather condi-
tions for hundreds of kilometres downwind...“ ; https://www.me-
toffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/weather/types-of-weather/
wind/foehn-effect [Accessed: June 16th 2019]
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by entering this saloon. Unfortunately, I was too slow to 
prepare the camera and take a sharp image of that si-
tuation. Quite a lot of people hastened by from the city 
centre to their home or to the next location for tonight. 
The daily routine of these people and the spaces of 
their everyday life overlap here, although performing 
different meanings and functions to each of them. This 
space functions a condenser. Society can so be divi-
ded into several different groups and a classification 
can be made through this. - Those to whom this place 
is a destination, like the students from MCI, others who 
go to one of the shops or one of the bars or nightclubs 
at the arches and another again who just passes and is 
not aware of the spaces’ offerings, because for them it 
is just a transition space. These several meanings and 
levels of recognition of this space formulate different 
stories for the people which have all the same prota-
gonist – the space of this corner. In the last chapter 
the people of this space perform and interact differently 
each and different at different times. One could say the 
space is a stage for everyday life.

My second time there was a much more “normal” si-
tuation. The fair was closing, and all the businessmen 
went to their hotels or by their cars to the highway and 
back home. All these different companies around Euro-
pe send people with their products to Innsbruck to exhi-
bit them here. Probably not so far away from a tempo-
rary “Wunderkammer”, as mentioned in the chapter of 
Foucault and the heterotopias.2 A lot of different people, 
like businessmen, students, school children and other 
pedestrians, people on their bike passed by - usual 
rush hour. Also, at late afternoon I recognised the con-
struction which was going on along the street parallel to 
the arches all the way from the fair to the main station. 
This construction makes it all a bit more complicated. 
The cars must go another way around the blocks to get 
back to the highway and the bikers although go against
the one-way signs. 

By collecting all these different stories and moments, 
several statements arise. They may be important or not 
for an architect, but they are for sure relevant for the 
behaviour and perception of that particular space. As 

2: Foucault, M. (Dez. 7th 1966) Les Hétérotopies, in: France 
Culture.

Fig. 31.  
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Foucault is saying about the ship, where all these diffe-
rent scenes of a society happen together next to each 
other, this spot of day- and nightlife is a heterotopia of 
the same kind, with all these spaces within that one 
specific moment. 

To point out the relevance of that moments for archi-
tecture and for politics, it is necessary to see what the 
basis of developments or competitions is. Usually there 
are areas defined by the zoning plan. From the distan-
ce of looking to the map, decisions are made, and diffe-
rent program is defined. With the definition of program 
on a map there is suddenly a problem when it comes 
to hybrid buildings. The comparison to what Rem Kool-
haas says in Delirious New York about the distribution 
of different program, shows the problem clearly. The 
congestion is happening within a single block, even 
within a single building.3 This is shown by the image 
on the next page and the previous part of this chapter 
which can be understood as a statement against the 
zoning plan. It is important to go into this discussion, 
because there is really the point to overthink this kind 

3: Koolhaas, R. (1978) Delirious New York, Europeans: Biuer!. 
London: Thames and Hudson. p. 199-233.

Fig. 33. Fig. 34. Fig. 35. Fig. 36.    

of instrument for predetermining certain developments 
and program-distributions. Trying to read the zoning 
plan without being used to, even as an architect, is ne-
arly impossible. Almost every block appears in a slight-
ly different colour - which means another function. The 
translation of each colour is so specific that it does not 
allow a different program. To be flexible and not bound 
to a decision once made for the next couple of years, 
there is the possibility of an exception done by the cur-
rent governing institute. That fact almost makes the 
zoning plan an obsolete thing and very intransparent. 

It gets even more difficult when it comes to hybrid buil-
dings, which include a wide range of different program 
distributed all over the whole building. There are inst-
ruments to explain this kind of hybrids. But it is clearly 
seen that they fail, because there is no specific descrip-
tion, it is just a hatch in two colours. Very simplified 
and generalised saying that there is a mixture of fun-
ctionality allowed. The zoning plan of the area around 
the first of the five spots is shown on the next page. 
The red area is just described as „Kernzone“ which can 
be translated as „city-centre“. All the problems with this 
kind of urban instrument, also as a political one, can 
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be seen very clear here. It is necessary to define the 
distribution of events, Rem Koolhaas would say,4 verti-
cally and horizontally. The zoning plan only looks at the 
events next to each other in a horizontal way.

The zoning plan of the area around the first of the five 
spots. The red area is just described as „Kernzone“ 
which can be translated as city-centre. All the problems 
with this kind of urban instrument, also as a political 
one, can be seen very clear here. It is necessary to de-
fine if the distribution of events vertically or horizontally. 
And the zoning plan only look the events next to each 
other in a horizontal way.

4: Koolhaas, Rem in a Lecture: https://archinect.com/features/
article/150093666/from-exodus-to-s-m-l-xl-to-seattle-architec-
ture-with-rem-koolhaas [Accessed: May 27th 2019]
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# 2
THE DOCTOR‘S KEYS

This spot at the Sanatorium is mainly dominated by the 
Inn. The river as natural outdoor space is used a lot 
by the people for spending leisure time. Compared to 
the city centre here it is not completely cut off from the 
public space and it is freely accessible. Although, it is 
the dividing piece of nature, which marks the percei-
ved edge or border of the city at this point. The spaces 
beyond are hardly recognized from that side of the ri-
ver. There is a contrast between the two sides, becau-
se this side is rather a green, quiet and recreation area 
as the other side is more influenced by industrial and 
traffic, also heavy traffic. As Innsbruck is in a way blo-
cking the traffic flow through the valley, everything must 
pass through the city. That was not always a bad thing, 
because that was the initial reason for the location of 
the city and its’ success after the middle ages. Today 
this is a problem, because of the amount of traffic and 
because of the fact that the city spreaded out and is 
still sprawling. As space is very limited in a valley, ever-
ything must pass in one of the “strings” through the city. 
Situations, like on the other side of the Inn at that pla-
ce emerge. On the other hand, there are areas less 
dense with villas with their own gardens in this area 
and even a farm with a field is there right next to the 
second place.

Where the M&M exactly fell on the map is a very inte-
resting place. It is the “Sanatorium Kettenbrücke” led 
by “Die Barmherzigen Schwestern” a catholic order 
of sisters.1 To get more specific about the site and to 

1: Information about „Barmherzige Schwester Innsbruck“: htt-

ps://barmherzige-schwestern.at/de/themen/ 

understand the context, it needs a description of the-
se spaces crashing together in that specific moment, 
when they were catched. With Heterotopology2 the 
behaviour and properties of these moments can be 
found, manifested, described, constructed, invented, 
perceived, etc. 

The entrance gate to the heterotopia�

The place is surrounded on two sides by the Inn and on 
one side, the side where you normally perceive it, the-
re are quite high and dense residential blocks. Arriving 
from that side, form the streets of the housing blocks, at 
the entrance gate I was supposed to be checked. That 
there is a security check or at least a security man sit-
ting or standing to watch the entrance. That was what 
was communicated by a little building situated at the 
entrance. It looked like a defensive point of entering 
another kind of space. Additionally, there were yellow 
barriers blocking the entrance with a machine standing 
next to it which was taking the tickets for parking. The 
rest of the site was fenced off by a brick wall and a 
metal fence. Inside there was a nice outdoor space, 
a park with big and old trees, where the hospital buil-
ding, and the apartments of the good Samaritan are. 
The moment of entering makes you feel entering a 
clean space. Indeed, it makes sense, because it is a 
hospital - another kind of space entered from the world 
of the very „normal“ residential area. A Heterotopia. A 

2: Foucault, M. (Dez. 7th 1966) Les Hétérotopies, in: France 

Culture. 
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Heterotopia of young people having injuries because of 
sport accidents, mothers and families bearing a baby, 
many elderly people doing an injury because of several 
different issues. 

But the entering process here at the 
Sanatorium is none of cleaning� In 
this case it is one of paying�

The average people who go there do not recognize the 
entrance situation - So did I four years ago. I had to 
do a CT-scan of my knee after a skiing accident. The 
common situation is, as I was driven by an ambulan-
ce car. The sequence of space is, in that situation a 
perception of spaces. From the place of accident to the 
interior of the ambulance car to a hospital, again to the 
ambulance car and suddenly you see yourself ending 
up in front of the entrance of this Sanatorium. The mo-
ment of passing the entrance gets dismissed in that 
case. Therefore, it gets shifted to the ambulance car, 
to the other hospital or to the moment of the accident. 

This heterotopia is just one in a chain row of within 
others. The space is folding from one into the another, 
because the person is not traveling by himself, he gets 
moved by others.

At the outdoor area, in front of the Sanatorium many 
people were hanging around, enjoying the time in the 
fresh air or having a walk along the river and some 
others listened to the padre playing the guitar and sin-
ging chant. It did not feel as it was a busy place. After 
this introduction, the situation is roughly sketched now 
and an image of the situation appears in one’s head, 
an image of a quiet and vulnerable moment - the cri-
me solving act can start. The re-interpretation of the 
perceived moment with the paranoid-critical method 
from Dali. 

„The Spanish artist Salvador Dalí‘s proposed se-
cond phase of Surrealism which, in contrast to the 
first phase, would seek to consciously exploit its 
explorations of the unconscious. In other words, 
rather than simply try to reveal the workings of the 
unconscious through automatic writing and so forth, 
it proposes to create systematic objectifications of 

Fig. 41.  
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public circulation path

public parks

Fig. 42.  
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the delirious connections made by the unconsci-
ous. The Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas provides 
a fine account of this method in Delirious New York 
(1978).3

Car, cap and keys - Three souvenirs,

Three souvenirs I found, and I show in form of a photo, 
will proof that there is only one possible way of how 
they get together in this moment. How they form a situ-
ation happening at the spaces of a heterotopia as the 
Sanatorium. 

In reality, as only doctors and the staff and, of course, 
the visitors arrive through the gate by themselves, the 
group of possible owners of the old-man’s cap, the lu-
xury car or the Volkswagen keys are limited to one, two 
or three persons of within this group of people. Several 
questions arise at this point.

3: https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authori-

ty.20110810105549864 [Accessed June 16th 2019

First, why did someone had no time to bring the keys 
to the reception, as the bike was just standing about 
two-hundred meters next to the main entrance?

Second, who is the mysterious person from Luxem-
bourg and what is this person doing in 700 kilometers 
away from his home? 

And third, what did happen that two people left their hat 
back on the cash machine for paying the parking fee?

After passing the entrance building to the Sanatorium 
heading directly to the Inn, to watch the most public 
space at this spot, there were a few parking spaces 
with some big and expensive cars as well as some bi-
kes. One of the bikes was a women’s bike, so it is very 
likely that we can say the owner of the key, who must 
be the owner of the bike is one of the sisters who works 
in the hospital. A key bundle was just hanging on a bi-
kes’ gearshift. 

Fig. 43.  
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Fortunately, the bike was locked. 

About four different keys which give you access to se-
veral rooms or buildings and a key for a Volkswagen 
were just unsafe hanging there and could be taken ea-
sily. It is obvious that someone was on a rush here. 
That leads to the next moment which also is relating 
to a rush someone had - The moment where the hats 
were lying on the parking ticketing machine. Here it is 
completely clear that it is a man’s hat and therefore it 
had to be a man who forgot them there. Nobody from 
the people around seemed to miss it, when I started to 
take images. Back to the bike with the keys. When tur-
ning around after taking the image of the keys hanging 
on the bikes’ gearshift, I recognized the luxury car with 
a Luxembourg car sign just behind. Innsbruck is called 
the second Luxembourg university because there are 
so many students from Luxembourg here in Innsbruck 
to study. Another fact is that these students are qui-
te rich compared to most of the locals. Therefore, it is 
also possible that the BMW X5 with the Luxembourg 
sign is the car of a student. Not just one of the doc-
tors‘ at the sanatorium. As the Luxembourg students 
mostly are here for skiing, of course, it is likely that the 

student had a skiing accident. Another posibility is that 
the car belongs to tourists where one of their group 
had an accident. The situation here must relate to an 
accident and there is a need for a private health in-
surance, otherwise they would have to go to the public 
clinic of the medical university. Both clearly is given by 
a Luxembourg student or tourist. The group of people 
involved in this situation is already narrowed down to a 
small group of people. 

There are two man or at least one man, a doctor or 
student from Luxembourg, and one woman, a good Sa-
maritan or a nurse, who are now associated in relation 
to that situation. That means that it is the keys which 
are the key to bring it all together. 

Innsbruck is the second Luxembourg 
University�

In the end it is very simple. A student from Luxembourg 
had a skiing accident while his parents were in Inns-
bruck over the Easter-break. They drove him to the Sa-
natorium let him be checked by one of the specialists. 
Therefore, they parked right next to the entrance to 

Fig. 44.  
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be as fast as possible. While arriving by car with high-
speed they overlooked the nurse on her bike, and she 
had to do an evasive manoeuvre to not get hit by the 
Luxembourg car. Unnoticed, her keys fell out of the po-
cket of her jacket and down on the parking space. She 
locked her bike and was in a rush too to get to her shift 
on time. Later someone found the keys and put them 
on the bike. Even if it was the wrong bike, as soon as 
she notices that she lost her keys, she will run back to 
the parking lot and find them there. 

Finally, I found my way to the Inn, where the walk and 
bike path along the river pass by. Another place appea-
red where I had to stop. Children from the school which 
is belonging to this catholic institution of the good Sa-
maritan, recreated the ritual of the crossway of Jesus 
carrying his cross. At the beginning of that “journey” 
they ask you to take your own cross and carry it with 
you. They tinkered crosses out of cardboard and pla-
ced them there for the people to take one. As they as-
ked for taking your own cross, I took mine. This should 
become the “souvenir” of that place together with the 
three images. 
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# 3
A PIECE OF MOUN-
TAIN

The third place, the third heterotopia, is by luck a very 
interesting space. The M&M fell exactly on the ground 
between the three built constructions of the new clim-
bing hall, the new outdoor climbing walls and the new 
boulder wall at the climbing centre of Innsbruck. It is 
an unusual place to situate the new “Kletterzentrum” 
of Innsbruck as the new centre of climbing. The spot 
is a non-place.1 It is squeezed between industrial used 
buildings at the edge of the city. Initially, the centre was 
built for the climbing world championship in September 
2018 as an outdoor and indoor climbing centre. The 
connection to the rest of the cities’ infrastructure is not 
really good. The bus stops directly at the new centre, 
but it is the end-stop and therefore the way to get there 
with public transport is not flexible. That is the reason 
why there is the parking lot almost filled every day. We 
will see that for a World Championship it is necessary 
to make the events accessible for a big amount of audi-
ence.  Therefore, the location not only matters because 
of bringing people there, but also because of a better 
connection between the city and the centre after the 
Championship. Although it is very interesting to bring 
this situations, which relate to mountains into a city sur-
rounded by mountains. Although there are newly crea-
ted artificial climbing walls, most of the official events, 
like the opening and medal ceremonies took place in 
the city center, at the market square. Also, some of the 
climbing events itself were brought to the market squa-
re, to be present for an even larger public audience. 
A touristic and marketing motive and a political motive 
as well, next to the sportive one. An artificial rock-wall 

1: Augé, M. (2008). Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermo-
dernity, trans. John Howe. London and New York: Verso.

and here even mounted on a temporary structure, was 
created on the market square. A almost endless chan-
geable piece of mountain, which appears for just a few 
days when the championships take place.

The area is situated between the rail tracks and the 
river Sill, which is an attractive place, because jogging 
and biking route are passing, and it is quiet there. The 
situation is probably best describable in the way one 
arrives at the place having the climbing world cham-
pionship in mind. Looking at the AXO you see that 
first you cross all these places inhabited by all these 
different functions, as explained in the first of the five 
places in Innsbruck. By passing these little heterotopi-
as at a certain point you then cross the barrier of the 
rail tracks. The linear barrier which seems to divide the 
mainly housing district on the west and the small in-
dustry park on the east. At that point, coming from the 
very diverse places of the “Bögen” thru mainly housing 
blocks, you reach the industry park. The destination in 
this case is the climbing centre, which was built in free 
space in between all these industry sheds. It is an un-
usual although nice place, because the nature and the 
greenbelt of the river Sill is just next to it.  As most of 
the people come here in the late afternoon most the 
manufacturing is already closed and a very quiet pla-
ce then. Apart from modernist thinking and dividing all 
functions by giving them their own space within a city, 
the question if the simultaneous happening of both is a 
rather fertilize or obstructive situation. 

Not proofing that, it rather makes sense to look how the 
people are doing and using the space. As the centre 
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building functions in 2019

sports center
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mainly industry

mainly housing

circulation of sportsperson

Fig. 47.  
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is a public sports centre, after the world championship 
the people should go there climbing. And it is frequent-
ly used, mostly for fun and because climbing got very 
popular. Young people, students, school groups and 
semi-professionals try the routes on this artificial rock.

As a cultural phenomenon it is interesting how these 
extreme sports come to the city. Climbing in this case is 
just an example, because by luck I landed at that spot. 
But also Skiing and Snowboarding as well as others 
move its’ “stages” to the city. No matter if it is Freestyle, 
Ski-Cross or Alpine, nor if it is a special event or Wor-
ld-Cup. The communication and the commerce is so 
important today that there is a need for audience. That 
is the reason why for example the Alpine World-Cup 
has a stop in the city centre of Stockholm and Oslo. It 
is important to communicate the sport in the cities, that 
the communication through media works as well.

Disziplines in the shadow of other disciplines get com-
municated first in a way that they get attention by using 
special scenery as the main stage. That means that 
the climber, in that case, is not the important person 
per se in the beginning. It rather starts with the striation 

of the natural space which is of interest. The scenery 
in this case, for climbing, are the rocks rising vertically 
or sometimes even overhang. They are a spectacle by 
themselves and it is the challenge to climb this “walls” 
per se which makes it interesting and creates a certain 
tension. At the moment when the sportsmen start to 
film and share their activities, the movement from the 
nature and from the tension of conquering the rock to-
wards the sport and the way of communication starts, 
because a certain audience is wanted to be reached. In 
a next step, when the media start getting professional 
and professional setups getting created to sell the vi-
deos and the content shown in the video, the city is al-
ready in the focus. At that point it is not about a certain 
group of people watching these videos. They should 
be made that everybody can access them easily. The 
mass and mass production and commerce enter. 

In two collage-images I want to show how this process 
and the movement from nature to city transforms the 
space which is the protagonist to allow this sport. As a 
sidestep Deleuze and Guattari describe the way of how 
the smooth space gets striated and the striated gets 

Fig. 48.  
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transformed into a smooth space again.2 This transfor-
mation can be clearly seen and retraced here. First the 
natural space gets occupied by some individuals. They 
so translate the smooth space into a striated one. The 
space gets written in maps of different routes in different 
categories of difficulty. It gets set into a wider context, 
into the internet, by posting and sharing videos, as well. 
What happens then when the natural space got trans 
versed into a striated space, is that it gets “copied” and 
placed into another context. The original context of a 
surrounding in the mountains gets obsolete, because 
it is not about the natural habitat which must be con-
quered, now its other individuals. Therefore, the Rock 
transforms into an artificial wall – a building. When the 
city once was background and location was the moun-
tain it shifts. The mountain gets the background, the 
romantic background of every image to sell again the 
sportive citizens to tourists. When the smooth surface 
of the rock offers you unlimited amount of variations, 
that the climber must decide what the fastest, safest is, 
the striated limits the variations and defines routes one 
has to follow. Therefore, the possibilities of changing 
them is unlimited, where the rock on the mountain nor-
mally does not change.

2: Guattari, F., & Deleuze, G. (2000). A thousand plateaus: 
capitalism and schizophrenia. Chapter 14. 1440: The Smooth 
and the Striated. London: Athlone Press.

Fig. 51. Routes possible at May 21st 2019

Until this point, I was describing and arguing what is 
visible and why these visible things emerge at that pla-
ce. In fact, it was about forms and their functions, the 
climbing facilities and the rocks. I was also questioning 
why there is the climbing centre at that place and how 
it was used for the world championships. But there is 
much more to perceive at these situations. 

The way how people behave and what situations they 
bring up shows that heterotopias are created. Space 
gets productive in a way it was never meant to be. It 
gets used in a way it was not meant to be. Many acti-
vities appear by the usage through a certain clientele. 
An occupation of space starts, and certain moments 
and events arise, scenarios of different privacy and at-
traction to the public. A parking lot, which is not clearly 
separated from the space of the audience, turns into a 
camping site. Campers are a certain kind of people and 
even within this kind of people there must be another 
group which climbers are. For especially these people 
there must be a reason to be attracted to that particular 
place. The radius of attraction - Is it 200km or 500km? 
Is it the condition which are that special here, or that 
good? The risk must be the attractor as the spectacle is 
for the audience. People from the nearby countries as 
Italy, Switzerland and Germany as well as the eastern 
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as well because they carry their own with them. The 
camper van turns into a hybrid of all these service spa-
ces which are rationally calculated in the space- and 
functional program of the climbing centre. The not “pri-
vate” rooms of the provided service spaces move into 
the van and become really private then and public at 
the same time, as the vans are standing on the open 
surface, where the parking lot and the auditorium melt 
together. Therefore, at the same time when the clim-
bers are in their private space, they have an audience 
around their camping-vans. The only separation bet-
ween the parking space and the audience space are 
just the white stripes on the floor. 

They probably stay here over night to be the earliest 
possible to go on the walls. To gather the hotspots. As 
more people from the city and the nearby region come 
to be sportively active and climb the walls, the place 
and the walls get more and more crowded. Again, other 
people just come to watch the climbers falling from the 
wall. The risk of falling becomes the attractor then. An 
Event which does not happen because, they do not ac-
tually fall, they fall into the belt which is hold by a rope 
which again is hold by another person on the ground. 
This Non-event is a spectacle similar to the one when 
Otis cut the rope of his elevator.

There must be a certain moment of an event, where 
a huge crowd of people is watching the climber fall 
down the wall, when the campers are at the same time 
preparing themselves for the entry on stage. A space 
for sports activities, an auditorium and the temporary 
dwelling come together in front of a camping van.

regions of Austria come here to climb. These people 
celebrate a certain kind of lifestyle, they call it freedom. 
They camp in front of the rock-walls of the climbing 
centre, as they would do in nature. A certain behaviour 
from the natural space gets again transferred into an 
urban context, but in contrary to the previous where the 
pure innocent nature gets striated, here the city-scape 
gets transversed back into a form of nomad dwelling. 
Camping at a spot where the space is made for a big 
audience to be accessible, to bring the crowd at the 
place of event. This spot is now a combination of these 
both things – the functions go together (?). The cam-
pers are the climbers, who bring all their own climbing 
equipment in a VW California or another camping bus. 

Campers live free. That is what camping implies to 
most of the people. Is it because of the freedom to not 
live in and deal with architecture? A group within socie-
ty which chose that lifestyle of being free and moveable 
and to dwell temporarily in a moveable house. To carry 
the house and all the things needed for everyday life 
with them, and even much more. To life like the nomad 
within the striated space of a city, in this case. As the 
climbers were formerly carrying their equipment by hik-
ing up the mountain, they now do it in the way that the 
van carries the equipment, which in the same time ser-
ves as the “tent”, kitchen, bathroom, changing room, 
etc. The given conditions provided by the surrounding 
facilities house a specific functional sequence and very 
specific spaces and rooms, which are defined by rati-
onal and generalised thoughts. For the camper certain 
parts of these planned spaces are obsolete. The chan-
ging- and locker rooms for example shift to be inside 
their van. They may not need to rent the equipment 
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# 4
HEELYS

The fourth place I went is just a few meters away from 
the previous one. It is a small parking lot which belongs 
to a carpentry or storehouse. It was not clear what kind 
of business was happening there. A lot of trash was 
lying around, which led me think it could be a store-
house. 

In this chapter it is not about a description of the place 
or how it is situated in its’ context. Basically, the context 
is the same as the previous one, a place between the 
river, blocks of residential, a supermarket and small bu-
siness as the carpentry. It is a threshold space, made 
by a supermarket and could also be described as an 
undefined- or left-over space. In the following paragra-
phs I would like to show that the place is not a non-pla-
ce and it is defined, although it is maybe unplanned and 
not predefined in a way of a representation of space, as 
Lefebvre would say, it gets its’ definition and relation by 
the certain things happening there. I say that with the 
things found at the very specific spot I can proof that it 
is related to culture. The proof for that thesis and that 
space is a shoe with which I start. 

At that one place I went to discover with the intention 
to take a “souvenir” from exactly that point where the 
M&M fell on the map, there was a sharp corner of a 
triangular shaped parking lot which was surrounded by 
a fence. In exactly that point of the small corner, whe-
re the M&M fell, there was a little trash-dump which 
accumulated behind a stacker surrounded by a mix of 
different things all covered by leaves. In these leaves 
there is a top of a shoe poking out. As there were two 
workers loading some timber in a van, I asked them 

if I could take this shoe. The first one was very con-
fused and not sure, even he did not have a look, the 
second guy also was confused but had a look at them 
and asked me for what I would need them, laughed and 
said I could take them. I was sure that the shoe is the 
magnificent thing of that place to describe the relation 
to culture. 

By “digging” the shoes from the leaves I was quite sure 
that those shoes are special working shoes or secure 
shoes which were thrown away. By taking pictures of 
them I realized that they were Heelys. Shoes from the 
US company Heelys. That makes a completely diffe-
rent story, but even more interesting I would say. I star-
ted to think in a paranoid-critical1 way about the shoes 
I come across Forrest Gump, a hero when it comes to 
storytelling especially about shoes. 

„Mama always said there’s an awful lot you can tell 
about a person by their shoes. Where they’re going, 
where they’ve been.“ - Forrest Gump2 

I think more interesting effective is it to put those shoes 
into their scapes according to Arjun Appadurai and his 
definition of the five scapes. With this method it can ea-
sily be shown how these shoes are situated in a much 
larger and more relevant situation in their context and 
how the production of culture is manifested. In that way 

1: Koolhaas, R. (1978) Delirious New York, Europeans: Biuer!. 

London: Thames and Hudson, p.200-206. 

2: in: Forrest Gump. Robert Zemeckis. US 1994. TC: 00:03:50-

00:04:02.
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the space becomes reconnected to the culture gene-
rated by those shoes. Every culture, Arjun Appadurai 
claims (1996 in Modernity at Large), is not dependent on 
a region or natural habitat or even nationality. Culture 
is embedded in its’ relation to the five scapes, like 
landscapes, as they are: 
a) ethnoscapes, b) technoscapes, c) financescapes, d) 
mediascpaes, e) ideoscapes.3 

As this shoe was found in a very specific situation it is 
located in a very particular context. Although, it seems 
to be very usual and nothing special. In fact, there is a 
much wider world produced from this one shoe, like a 
growing, never-ending path with branches of branches 
of relations and information. And one very end of one 
of these branches was ending exactly “underneath” the 
M&M fell down on that specific “normal” parking lot in 
Innsbruck. No Architect would ever go there to visit and 
analyse this place. Not because it is private, but becau-
se it is so usual and so far away from something speci-
al that it seems of no interest for an architect. 
Starting the analysis with one scape after the other, 

3: Appadurai, A. (1996) Modernity at Large, Disjuncture and 

Difference. University of Minnesota Press, p.33.

starting with the thing which is most common or the 
mostly related to Heelys. Where do they come from? 
Where do they go?

a) ethnoscapes:
Founded by a man, who learned inline skating at an 
age when most humans are even not able to walk. Ro-
ger Adams was 9 months old then. In 1999 after de-
veloping a tremendous passion for skate-boarding and 
inline skating, he invented and patented shoes with a 
wheel integrated into the sole at the heel of a shoe. He 
meant them to be shoes for an everyday use. A thing 
where you do not need another gizmo, like inline-skates 
or a board, to skate. Apart from the classic skateboard 
and inline skates there are the Heelys now as the third 
group within the skate-family. The firm was founded in 
Texas and therefore the product was at the beginning 
situated in the cultural context of the American high 
school. The concept was made for kids for a normal 
school day. From then on, mainly thru the presence in 
media and television series, they were exported to the 
rest of the world with big success. First in Europe and 
Japan and then more and more to other the parts of the 
world. For a particular generation it was part of iden-

Fig. 61.  
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Mama always said there’s an awful lot you can tell about a person by 
their shoes. Where they’re going. Where they’ve been. 

Forrest Gump

tifying themselves with belonging to a certain culture. 
It shows that a way home from school is passing by 
this spot because maybe one teenager decided to not 
continue using Heelys by any reason.

b) technoscapes:
Public institutions installed skateparks and supported 
skateboarding as a new kind of sport. As skateparks in 
the physical world and computer games in the virtual 
world got developed and became more popular and 
accessible for kids group building started. After school 
kids and teenagers started to try out everything with 
these new shoes. So, it came that they went to half-
pipes and big ramps with Heelys as well, performing 
together with the other skaters. The skater community 
at that moment grew by the ones using Heelys. For 
the virtual world group building was not that obvious, 
although not necessary. Here it was more about fun in 
the beginning and challenges later. And group-building 
indeed came up when online- and multiplayer play mo-
des got more popular. So, also the computer games 
like Tony Hawk’s are somehow part of these shoes 
found there in the dirt.

c) financescapes
The company Heelys had big success in the beginning 
when it was founded and the brought the first shoes 
to market. Largely in the first few months and years. 
Within the first ten years after the release of the first 
Heelys there were several accidents and injuries espe-
cially in schools. The common thought about them 
shifted then from the cool gizmo used for everyday 
use, to walk and speed up in the same time without 
carrying a skateboard or wearing inline skates, towards 
a more dangerous tool. The schools as well as most 
of the parents started to see the shoes a dangerous 
thing and therefore, the company sold less and less 
of these shoes. They became so unpopular that today 
they get almost forgotten or unknown. The Forbes ma-
gazine shows how tremendous the value at the stock 
markets fell from 2009 on (see the graph in image on 
the previous page).Therefore, we can say that maybe 
these shoes got thrown away by a person in exactly 
that situation. They were unsatisfied or had a bad injury 
by skating with their Heelys. Being so annoyed by them 
that they decided to immediately throw them away. 
That particular place then was this parking lot, next to 
the Sill, where today is a skate-rental shop next to the 

Fig. 62.  
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a) ethnoscapes
b) mediascapes
c) ideoscapes
d) technoscapes
e) financescapes

Fig. 63.  
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climbing centre, just 300m from this spot.

d) mediascapes:
In different medias skating is more or less present, but 
mainly the presence is done in movies, because it is 
the best way of communicating movement and also 
relate to other sports which are already in television. 
Online medias to post videos, tutorials etc. is the most 
common way. Especially for skateboarding there are 
huge worldwide connected communities which share 
everything from daily life like cruising through the city, 
to sport events and even tutorials. For that kind of on-
line sharing and commuting YouTube is the most com-
mon and popular platform. Together with all the other 
enthusiast on the web people in all ages are posting, 
sharing and sometimes even generating money out of 
it. As YouTube is a platform used by almost everybody 
in the western world the community gets more open 
and the group of skaters reduces the distance to peop-
le who never did skateboarding. The shoes are therefo-
re situated in a world-wide context, not just because of 
the international impact of stock market values and the 
Playstation games, but also because of the videos stre-
amed and shared online. It is therefore possible that 

somewhere a video of some skate boarders is existing 
taking place at that particular spot.

e) idoescapes:
In the previously described scapes, at certain a points 
I got to the situation were connections to a kind of 
ideoscape already were necessary. Things like, Group 
forming, Identity creation. the wearing of certain types 
of shoes and cloths. Certain brands are common or 
even developed within the skaters’ community, which 
again is a relation backwards to the financescapes. 
The people within this part of society “mark” them-
selves by wearing certain brands and showing them 
by exhibiting the emblem on their T-shirt, or whatever 
piece of cloth. For the shoes it is a bit different because 
some kind of shoes offer some special features. They 
are shoe developed especially for skateboarding. That 
explains why the Heelys look similar to skater-shoes 
with all its’ characteristics. It clearly exemplifies why 
these shoes are located in this particular context of a 
skate-community. 

Fig. 64.  
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With all the above mentioned, the space of that spot, 
where the M&M fell, appears in a completely different 
way. How it is related and connected to all the commu-
nities and parts of society as well as it is the proof for 
the fact that the Heelys became so unpopular. It shows 
that there must be either a skatepark or a school or 
both nearby, that the teenagers and children must pass 
by that parking lot. That in turn means a special spatial 
relevance in their travel in space. 

Fig. 65. Fig. 66. Fig. 67. Fig. 68.    
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# 5
LIVING IN PRADL

The place in Pradl, the fifth place to analyse in this 
series, does not need a description of its’ surrounding 
context or its’ location on a map. It could be any pla-
ce outside the city centre of Innsbruck, it could also 
be in the rural area around Innsbruck or somewhere 
in the rest of Tyrol. The place does not have any spe-
cial signs, marks or people living there. It is the very 
normal place in Tyrol. At that place I was quick by fin-
ding a souvenir to bring from the field study, although 
it turned out that it was not a practical one. It supports 
the thesis of being a random place somewhere in Tyrol 
quite well. - A piece of Kronen Zeitung, the most selling 
newspaper in Austria. It cannot claim a certain group 
of society as its’ readers because they are selling so 
many that it almost covers all groups within the society. 
I found the newspaper in front of a three-storey apart-
ment building, built in the Nazi times to provide homes 
for the South-Tyrolian people who immigrated to the 
“motherland” of Germany. The buildings symbolize the 
resettlement of people in a way that they provide the 
indoor space to live as well as the outdoor space for 
washing and other rural activities like as little farming. 
In a certain perspective they imitate a farmhouse. To-
day it is a very nice area to live. There are not only the 
low rise apartment buildings also a lot of green spaces 
as well as neighbourhood-like architectural ensemb-
les are there. All together it seems to be a very casual 
space with little supermarkets, a post office and a little 
green space along the river.

My intention indeed is to claim the opposite, that it does 
matter where this place is, in which context it is embed-
ded and how people are using it. Here, we start to see 

the space with the eyes of Henri Lefebvre. In the book 
“the production of space” he uses the Triad-diagram to 
describe how social space is produced. It is about how 
things change the lived space and how interventions 
can be described by their relations within the Triad. 
Specific moments happening in space can always be 
described by the three processes, lived-, perceived-, 
conceived- space, which produce the social space, Le-
febvre says.1 As the product is of interest for architects, 
when we design for these “normal” situations, first 
the process of production is the main thing on which 
we should focus on. The relevance for plannings, de-
velopments and interventions in that situations comes 
to light quickly by looking around the context of that 
area. A huge amount of investment is done by big pu-
blic housing associations like the “Neue Heimat Tirol”.

The start should not be a description and separation of 
the different functions or usages of the space. I rather 
want to start with a different method, one which Robert 
Venturi & Denise Scott-Brown used to describe space 
in „Learning from Las Vegas“. As they abstracted the 
perceived scene, in particular the architectural scene, 
in a drawing or sketch and started to interpret what they 
see. The forms, what messages they contain and for 
what the different forms function. The interpretation 
was formal. In this following paragraphs about this par-
ticular place in Innsbruck in the quarter of Pradl I addi-
tionally find out the relations and the “movement” of the 

1: Lefebvre, H., Dünne, J., & Günzel, S. (2006). Raumtheorie: 

Grundlagentexte aus Philosophie und Kulturwissenschaften, 

p.330-342.
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production of space within Lefebvre’s Triad. Because it 
is important to understand the behaviour of that space 
and how all these situations there, shown in the image, 
appear, like as layers, simultaniously. 

There are several layers of space separated from each 
other. First, simply because there is an architectural se-
paration or division of surfaces and spaces. This could 
be something like different speed of movement. There-
fore, there are separated lanes for bikes, pedestrians 
and cars. As the ways of mobility had changed the last 
years, some very new devices and gizmos are on the 
road now, for example e-bikes or e-scooters. The e-bi-
kes are mostly too fast for the bike lanes but still not 
a motorbike which can go on the street together with 
the cars. Scooters are something between bikes and 
pedestrians, but the e-scooters are able to go 23km/h 
and more. Further separations are made because of 
privacy. And most of the apartment buildings have a 
fence or hedge around their garden to keep other peo-
ple and animals outside. 

The exploded image should not only show the sepa-
ration of space, it should also show the objects and 

subjects which shape the space. The things like the 
cars which are parking there, even when it is forbidden, 
because of some construction going on. Every Person 
walking, running, cycling or sitting and resting on one 
of the benches influences the space. I brought gloves 
as another souvenir, as the proof. They were lying on 
one of the benches which transform the empty space 
of in between the lanes which are there for separation, 
into a park. These gloves belonged to a worker who left 
them by resting on his way home from work, because 
this is an area where probably more of the workers’ 
live. Also, a homeless could have forgotten them or lost 
them after the chess game. This game was played at 
that moment when I went there, and I brought a pho-
to of them, not really from close because they did not 
wanted to be photographed. The space gets fluid by all 
these activities and different people. There is a diffe-
rence if there are people with a stroller and another one 
with a dog walking or if there were just joggers. The-
se differences in the way how the people make it their 
own space and how they integrate it into their network 
of everyday routine is the way of how the lived spa-
ce appears and changes. Like in the image there is a 
constantly changing overlap of things happening in this 

Fig. 71.  
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sidewalk with people bikelane parking signs

Fig. 72.  
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patchwork street and greenery dwellers‘ houses original picture

Fig. 73.  
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image. The exploded image is just, as any other pho-
tograph as well, a snapshot of one particular situation.

On the patchwork of the street it is readable that there 
are changes in infrastructure or at least modernizations 
going on. As a mark it stays until the whole streets gets 
paved newly, but even then, the marks are just moved 
a bit further up or down the street where it borders to 
other pavement or material. The same is true for the 
buildings, the architecture, in this area. We truly see 
the difference of the needs of the people and how the-
se drives new developments of the dwellers’ houses. 
We see that the old, low-rise buildings standing on a 
green carpet are getting more and more replaced by 
new much denser and therefore introverted buildings, 
which are almost double the height. A completely dif-
ferent typology arises, and this again can open a dis-
cussion traveling through the spatial practice, the re-
presentations of space and the representational space. 

At this point one sees, what was found out, that it re-
ally does matter and cannot be just any other place 
in Innsbruck or Pradl, because all these moments are 
just happening in the view of the camera. On this one 

Fig. 74. Fig. 75. Fig. 76. Fig. 77.    

image taken at the very specific time, place and angle. 
A moment of everyday life. The relation between the 
people, the dwellers and the architecture within this 
space is again, as in the first Heterotopia, a condenser 
for daily routines with overlaps of everyday life, altough 
performing different meanings and functions to each of 
them.
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Fig. 74. Fig. 75. Fig. 76. Fig. 77.    

Fig. 78.  
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THE POTPOURRI 
PROJECT

If there is a city with its’ inhabitants, each of them 
would describe it differently.

Each of the dweller would engross different places 
and recognize the spaces in different ways, depending 
whether if they were a child or an adult, if they visit or 
transit the space during day- or nighttime. For each of 
them therefore different moments arise and get percei-
ved. In this project it is about a cultural congestion1 of 
these very specific moments. It is not about a recons-
truction or representation of those places, the project 
should rather trigger fiction, utopia and interpretation. 
The project is drawn to tell exaggerated stories of the 
life of the city’s inhabitants where reinterpretation is 
wanted and accidents should be triggered.  

In the chapter about the “Episodes of everyday life” it 
is about moments and situations which appear at cer-
tain places in specific conditions, a perception of the 
city thru the eyes of certain people, who circulate within 
these spaces in Innsbruck. The fictional characters, in 
the following chapters called „protagonists“, represent 
them. Of course, none of them is totally invented, they 
all appear in one of the observed situations, found in 
the five heterotopias. A chart, where the situations get 
their relations and show the interference and overlaps 
of the presence and activities of the protagonists, pro-
duces new scenarios. Those new scenarios get mani-
fested by creating new abstract spaces which enforce 
spontaneous and unplanned events happening over-

1: Koolhaas, R. (1978) Delirious New York, Europeans: Biuer!. 

London: Thames and Hudson, p.103-105.

lapped. The observed overlapping moments get com-
pressed, like in a condenser as far as they collide. 

Like in an improvisation theater, where the exact pro-
gram is not given the usage of each of these spaces is 
free to be interpreted by the protagonists and everybo-
dy else, although it is in a certain way predetermined. 
The preset scenery defines an abstract boundary with 
connections in form of holes to the other scenarios, 
which allow different assemblies and connections of  
and between the scenarios. The protagonist enters the 
“stage” and gets confronted with the other protagonists, 
each of them producing the space in a different way. 
Scenarios of everyday life collide not only between the 
spaces but also within the constructed abstraction of 
the spaces. That all seems to be abnormal, when tal-
king about spaces within a city, but that actually is daily 
life. And as daily life is not happening on a rectangular 
shaped piece of architecture, a stage, it is also in the 
project not meant to happen. Therefore, all the Cont-
ainers, which each contains and compresses one spe-
cific situation, are connected within each others. When 
in the map of Ernest Guy Debord the protagonist tra-
vels thru the city from place to place, just remembering 
and relating pieces of it, it here is a congestion or pa-
cking of exactly those pieces (the spaces of relevance 
for the protagnist, one of where a certain event happe-
ned). The act of packing creates this kind of congestion 
what triggers a new kind of event. The perception and 
daily routine within the spaces varies from protagnonist 
to protagonist. What happens if they collide? 
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Exodus, AA London final project, Rem Koolhaas, 1972

the Exhibition Hall, OMA, 2013

Fig. 82.  

Fig. 83.  Fig. 84.  
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Character: The Doctor
Job: medical Doctor
Residence: Luxembourg

Place of presence: the Sanatorium-Hospital
 MCI University
 „Bögen“
identifying feature(s): luxury car
 the hats

Character: The Sportsman
Job: professional climber
Residence: -

Place of presence: the Climbing Centre
 the Sanatorium-Hospital
 Skaterpark
identifying feature(s): camping van
 skateboard

Character: The Jobless
Job: -
Residence: Innsbruck

Place of presence: Street in Pradl
 in front of the Supermarket
 Street along the „Bögen“
identifying feature(s): gloves
 coffee cup

Character: The Dweller
Job: -
Residence: Innsbruck

Place of presence: Street in Pradl
 Climbing Centre
 Street along the „Bögen“
identifying feature(s): daily newspaper „Kronen Zeitung“
 dog
 bicycle
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By proposing such a program and a design related 
to that, it is necessary to refer to certain projects and 
the ideology itself of the architectural office OMA with 
its’ research office AMO. This idea of condensing 
moments to enforce the come up of new scenarios, 
is the main idea in several projects of OMA, like the 
“Parc de la Villet” or the “Exodus Project” to just name 
two examples. The idea of bringing together different 
„non-coherent“ programs is not an invention made by 
them. In “Delirious New York” Rem Koolhaas already 
describes the moments and situations he finds in the 
city and especially in the Downtown Athletic Club. The-
refore, the Oyster-Bar in the locker room of the boxing 
ring is the kind of event which should be provoked by 
the potpourri project.2 In this case I refer to the project 
called “The Exhibition Hall”, which is an extension of 
the 360Mall in Kuwait. it is an assembly of differently 
programmed linear spaces which condense the situati-
on within each of them. Through placing these spaces 
directly next to each other, they create the wanted col-
lisions as the potpourri project is enforcing it as well. 

…The department store will launch a curatorial stra-
tegy for a high turnover of commercial and cultural 
exhibitions and events, working as a social conden-
ser as well as a place for bespoke fashion and de-
sign… (Office for Metropolitian Architecture, 2013)

The potpourri project is about nine spaces which get 
condensed to a minimum of an abstract space-module. 
These modules serve as a free interpretation of certain 
spaces which inhabit the situations, like episodes of 
everyday life, found in the 5 heterotopias within Inns-
bruck. which is called a scenario.!!!!!!! The protagonists 
circulate within these scenarios and define the nine 
spaces by forming crossings and overlaps at specific 
points. The Space of the scenario gets condensed to 
the point of the actual event happening. The oppor-
tunity to freely move within the space-modules and 
agglomerate them freely, triggers certain threshold- 
and neighboring moments. This produces new kinds 
of space and new relationships for architecture. It pro-
duces it because the architecture here just provides, 
with vague predeterminations, the stage. A new form of 
city scape and a new kind of building typology emerges 
then. The urban space, the common ground becomes 
the stage and can transform to the interior space of a 
building.

2: Koolhaas, R. (1978) Delirious New York, Europeans: Biuer!. 

London: Thames and Hudson, p.127-133.

When the city becomes the building, by putting all the 
parts of everyday life, within the city scape together, it 
only can be placed into the city back again. The buil-
ding, containing all the heterotopias of the society and  
designed in a way to enforce new collisions in space, 
must be thrown back into the city. Exaggerated con-
fronting them with the situations created by themsel-
ves.

For the Europan15 3, the European wide 2019 architec-
ture competition Innsbruck provides the area around 
the market square until the University along the Inn.4 
This competition area is a place where diversity is by 
nature given. Tourists, Dwellers who go for grocery 
shopping, people and especially students who spend 
leisure time here, the workers in the city center and the 
nearby clinic, they all come together here. It is truly a 
congested place of everyday life. Within the competiti-
on area there is a park garage, which is intended to be 
demolished. This is exactly the place where I propose 
throw the building of the project back into the city. After 
the pick-up process of the episodes and an undergo of 
condensation and compression, the scenarios now get 
their place to radiate.

3: for further information, visit the website: https://www.euro-
pan-europe.eu/en/session/europan-15/topic

4: for specific information about the site and task in Innsbruck,  
visit the website: https://www.europan.at/E15-Innsbruck-task.
html
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The Catwalk
As the arches are a space of strict separation between 
two parts of the city, it here represents this space. It is 
a linear space, which only serves to access each of the 
arches‘ program or function. The space itself remains 
as the transit space and transforms into the Catwalk of 
the people , the stage for travel from one shop or bar 
to the other one. 

The Bad Girls
A place which is favored to be hidden by society and at 
the same time a Heterotopia par excellence. This spa-
ce-module not just represents this one table dance bar 
at the arches, it rather should put all the places, which 
society wants to hide or get rid of, on the agenda. It is 
a Manifest for all of these Heterotopias.

The Innsbruck-
Luxemburg Gate
The Sanatorium transforms its’ parking space into the 
gate to travel from Innsbruck to Luxemburg and the 
other way around. This is necessary for the doctor 
who is traveling with his car. By covering the distan-
ce, he passes the gate of the infrastructure space of 
the highway to get from one well known space to the 
other. Without recognizing the time needed to cover the 
distance, it just is the threshold-space. The key is the 
key-gizmo to do so.
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A Piece of Rock
A piece of mountain fell down into the city. It repre-
sents all of what the nature gives the dwellers of Inns-
bruck to conquer. In this particular case it is a piece 
of rock, the climbing rock, but it represents all artificial 
constructed pieces of nature within the city. The 
place gets defined thru this and certain events arise. 
It becomes a magnet for the people of within the city 
and from far away, to experts and ordinary persons. 
They all come to watch the climbers (not) falling off 
the wall. As the artificial rock erects in the city, the city 
becomes the audience, watching the non-event (not) 
happening as well.

The Camping Lot
The parking lot next to the climbing center transforms 
the existing non-place into a destination. The surface 
of the parking lot not just serves this function, it also 
is the ground. The ground- condition, -surface and 
whatever for the rock standing onto, the campers 
temporarily dwelling on it and so on. It is the surface 
where international exchange happens. A free space, 
basically a paved surface where everything can 
happen.

A Skatepark
As Innsbruck is the capital of new sports, all kinds of 
snowboarding leads to skating in the summer season, 
when the snow is gone. Therefore, there are facilities 
and public spaces made for skating. Places where this 
community meets and transports those places into the 
world (wide web). As there was this Heely found on 
the way to the “Skate Halle” it indicates and intro-
duces this kind of space to one of the nine scenarios 
for everyday life.
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Pradl
It is a quarter of Innsbruck, where mainly housing and 
serving facilities, like grocery stores are located. The 
river Sill is separating it form the city center. Along 
the river there is a nice, linear green space, almost a 
park, where all different activities take place and all 
different people of within the society collide together. 
It is in a way a “Naherholungsraum”, how it is called in 
German. The space of all different kind of speed, the 
cyclists pass without paying attention, the homeless 
spends the whole day there.

The Jobless
This place could be everywhere, therefore it is the 
most abstract space. It is a space where people in the 
same situation meet. It can be in front of a super-
market, in a park etc. It is this disadvantaged group 
of society pushed to the border of society and to the 
border of space therefore as well. They produce their 
own space.

Drying the Laundry
It is an everyday exercise everybody must do, 
although it is a very intimate and private thing. Most 
of the people would have suspension to do it in the 
public. This abstract space simulates the outdoor spa-
ce in front of the social housing complex, where the 
dwellers hang their intimate laundry to dry. The space 
contains two facilities to hang the laundry and a bench 
each, to watch the people hanging and the cloths 
drying. To watch the very intimate things in life.
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